Some Brown & White Things

By Jennifer Cunningham

Across
1. Insurance giant
6. Lehigh's first African-American grad
9. Like some cheddar
14. Girl rescued by Don Juan
15. Vitamin bottle info
17. French flower
18. Goal
19. Capital of Jordan
20. Place to remember the Lehigh community
23. ____ Diego
24. So far
25. One over 30 is obese
28. Talk effusively
31. ____ Jim, I'm a doctor not an engineer!
36. Place to pull an all-nighter
39. Material for some blue shoes
40. Bill of Rights defender
41. Franc replacements
43. Some graduates of CoB + Rossin
44. Thing to slam on
46. Place to slam the Big Red
48. Katie ____ first female coach in Super Bowl history
50. Kitty's plaything
51. Anaigram de un grupo de estudiantes de Lehigh
52. Hail to thee, ____ Alma Mater
54. Military leader in Turkey
56. Place to BEAT LAFAYETTE!
64. Alternative to glossy
65. Howl at the moon
66. Ain't ____ Satisfaction
67. Before
68. Sun ____ the birthplace of Lehigh University
69. Greek nurse
70. Recesses in Packer Memorial
71. PhD. in short
72. Spanish of the

Down
1. ____ Romeo
2. Knock down
3. In place of
4. Many of you
5. Large killing
6. What to do at FML at 3am
7. Garfield's nemesis
8. aka Sigma Alpha Mu
9. Equally intelligent
10. Chrysler engine
11. Stands our noble ____ Mater
12. Not fake
13. Scribe
21. Get used to
22. Definitive ref.
25. Tells a secret
26. ____
27. Family member, on paper
28. Mountain Hawk's attitude on 11/17/18
30. Connick, Jr.
32. A lot
33. What many early Engineers studied
34. Canuso, Cruz, and McCollum are a few of Lehigh's
35. Its models are 3, X, Y, and S
37. We beat them on 3/16/12
38. It warned us about Sandy
42. Crossover character in Ice Age
45. Ones who chip away
47. What LUAA wants you to be
49. Latin I am
53. Fanatical
55. What crazy fans do
56. Irving protagonist
57. Judy Marks '84 is its CEO
58. Midwestern tribe
59. One-billionth
60. With 'N, a 90s boy band
61. Slanted: Abbr.
62. Golden rule preposition
63. Cow calls
64. Charlie Dent '93 earned one from LU